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Thank you for purchasing a JCM Customized/Specialty Product 

 
The following JCM Order Data Sheet is provided to ensure that your product 
customization requirements have been received by JCM Industries and will be built to 
the criteria reflected on the data sheet. The Data Sheet provides the parameter 
questions that must be taken into consideration with recommending/fabricating the 
proper fitting for the application (type of pipe, size/OD of pipe, line 
pressure/content/temperature, coatings, etc.), and helps determine whether the product 
is suitable for long term performance under those conditions. If not suitable, JCM can 
provide recommendations for alternative products that can provide the performance 
needed. 
 
 
The following data sheet is critical for building your product. Review the following details, 
confirm the information as recorded, or notify us with changes or corrections.  
 
Read the entirety of the data sheet including the remarks and notes as listed. 
 
Upon final confirmation of the data sheet, sign and date the sheet as shown and return to 
JCM for processing.  
 
If a JCM generic drawing was submitted, be sure to indicate that on the data sheet 
under the “Generic Drawings” section and include that drawing with the signed 
data sheet. 
 
JCM will not enter this order into our production system until the signed sheet is 
received. 
 
Item(s) on the Data Sheet are non-returnable, confirmation from the manufacturer, 
through the purchase to the end user will ensure the product is shipped as specified for 
the application. 
 
JCM appreciates the opportunity to provide your project with a customized fitting and 
should you have any questions or concerns, please contact our JCM Sales Team. 



Your order cannot be processed until we receive this signed data sheet back. 

GENERIC DATA SHEET 
Phone:  1-800-527-8482 | Fax:  1-800-874-9524 | E-Mail:  

ATTENTION: JCM SALESPERSON: 
E-MAIL: NUMBER OF PAGES: 
FAX: REQUESTED SHIP DATE: 

SOLD TO: SHIP TO: 

ORDERED FROM: 
ACCOUNT NUMBER: TAG: 

ORDER DATE CUSTOMER PO NUMBER SHIP VIA CALLING PARTY 

QTY. ORDERED DESCRIPTION PRICE (EA.) AMOUNT 

ALL PRICES ARE NET (EA)    TOTAL = 

MANDATORY INFORMATION OPTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

Type of Pipe: Special Range: 

Nom. Pipe Size: Laying Length: 

OD of Pipe: Flange Drilling 

Outlet Size: Gasket Req.: 

Line Pressure: Coating Req.: 

Line Content: Bolt Req.: 

Outlets 14” and Larger Generic Drawings 

Valve Mfg.: Submitted: 

Cutter Size: Approved: 

REMARKS: Engineered Non-Returnable Item QUOTE #: 

Templates are recommended on all taps with an outlet size of 24” or larger, on all taps where the outlet is more than 60% of the pipe size, on all 
pipe where out of roundness is suspected, and on all high pressure taps where the fit of the sleeve is critical to the high-pressure performance.   

______________________________________________     ___________________________ 
CUSTOMER APPROVAL  DATE 
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